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SILENT SPACE: A CANCER CARER PERSONAL

ARTISTIC JOURNEY

Malcom Bywaters, University of Tasmania, Australia

This article will discuss in the format of diaristic reflections the body of artwork Silent

Space (Bywaters, 2020-21) in context to the researcher’s personal accounts as a cancer

carer during the COVID-19 pandemic. It points to an Art Thinking methodology that

considers the concept of interior – the subjective – and exterior – the objective – in an

approach to engage painting as a self -referential mechanism. The outcomes of this

research attest these key indicators to visually overcome the barriers of emotional trauma

experienced as a cancer carer. In doing so, it positions the documented artefacts to further

engage the cancer journey that my family has endured through painting and congealing

these moments in the advancement of my studio practise.
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INTRODUCTION

On 19 December 2019, my wife and lifelong partner of twenty years was diagnosed with breast

cancer. That date is our personal ‘D-Day’, D being for Danielle. As such, I began to document

this experience through my studio practice resulting in an extensive body of artwork auspiced as

the ‘Silent Space’ exhibition. These works are sensitive to not only my role as a cancer carer as

an interior subjective reflection but also considerate to the events of the Australian bushfires of

2019-2020 and the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic as an exterior objective observation
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which obviously has impacted and shaped the agency of the interior experience. The contextual

events surrounding this period hereon end is arguably framed as a cancer ‘journey’ that includes,

in the first instance, the key indicators of major surgery, a lengthy program of chemotherapy,

radiation therapy and a significant medication routine, and in the second instance, my own

responsibility as the primary financial, emotional, and caregiver to both Danielle and also to our

children. This was further compromised by her acutely weakened immune system at the same

time as the effects and restrictions of the pandemic. As a backdrop against the Australia Cancer

Council estimation of 150,000 new cases of cancer registered in Australia during 2020, (Cancer

Council Australia) the visual research I have documented considers the carer as an instrumental

component in the making of these artworks akin to a narrational informant.

As the documentation of this personal era began, it evolved into an exploration of landscape

paintings that reflect what was to become a central argument through my studio methodology

that addressed caregiver burden [as] the “stress” perceived by family caregivers who care for

patients and results from the imbalance between demands (objective and subjective) and their

coping resources. (Ryn et al 2010)). Informal carers, including those important ones at home or

nearby friends, deliver necessary tasks for patients with cancer, including administering

medications, private care, emotional stability, and practical logistics such as shopping, and

transportation to doctor and hospital. Social scientists and policy makers often use the term

‘informal carer’ to identify those people who undertake care work for kin or friends on an unpaid

basis in the domestic domain (Thomas, C. Morris, S. Harman, J 2002).

As demonstrated in Figure 1, the artwork that was developed was exhibited in the exhibition The

Silent Space (2020) at the Gallows Gallery, Launceston College, the creative outcomes were

produced from my torturous personal time of engaging cancer by the tragedy of our family

journey. For me, the artist, Silent Space creatively exists as my “alone” time away from cancer.

Perhaps like Tracey Emin and her public battle with cancer, art can provide a reasoning for
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living. As Jones states that I see there’s no gap between Emin the “confessionalist” and Emin the

painter (Jones 2021), the elements of Emin engaging with her illness as a personal narrative

through practice also share comparative aspects with the Silent Space series as a means to

develop a methodology for making artwork based on the emotive diacritic narratives that connect

the exterior process of cancer and the interior response of, in my case, providing critical care

embodied through the subject.

My own cancer carer creativity and the Silent Space exhibition utilises the landscape genre as a

metaphor to depict the cancer journey as emotionally experienced by the carer. Danielle acts as

the artist's creative source, or muse, and the cancer impact on our family is the conceptual

foundation where the subject of each painting acts as the interior subjectivity in response.

Mrs Bywaters said she felt overwhelmed to be the muse of the exhibit but thought it was

therapeutic for her husband to express his emotions through creative practice (Anderson

2021).

The paintings represent the personal artist anguish, the brutality of the surgical intrusion, carer

anxiety, and challenging family heartbreak. Painted mostly at night, alone and in a silent studio

space, these canvasses embody a creative inner personal transient time. Raw with a crude

connection between the hand and heartbreak, the artworks of Silent Space depict my artistic

struggle to maintain calm and positiveness while surrounded by a forbidding darkness. Silent

Space depicts in a worrying entirety, the carer emotive domesticated view from our kitchen

window. The window where I have contemplated life, love and what it means to be on the

precipice of losing your life companion. As I remarked:
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Oddly through the whole experience, I found the time to paint and search for my own

space and my own thinking while Danielle and our family were undergoing the cancer

journey. (Anderson, 2021).

Figure 1: Installation overview, Silent Space, 18th Feb - 25th March 2021, Gallows Gallery, Launceston College,
Launceston, Tasmania, Australia.

Many of the artworks represent the happenings of our family life during the cancer narrative. For

example, on 5th August, 2020 it snowed in Launceston, and everybody was seemingly happy.

This was the first time in one hundred years that snow had fallen in Launceston. Residents of

Launceston, Tasmania, woke up to more than 30 cm of snow on Tuesday, August 4, 2020. This
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was the most significant snowfall the city experienced since the early 1970s. (Australian Bureau

of Statistics, 2021). As Louis commented:

For Launceston, it's actually quite rare to see snow falling in the CBD and even rarer to

see it settling on the ground. From our records, it seems like this is the most significant

event there since at least early 1970s, and the most comparable event we've found dates

all the way back to 1921 (Louis, 2021).

Our middle-class East Launceston neighbourhood was blanketed in white powder. My family

woke me at 4:00am where our son and I walked along the middle of our suburban street, with the

pet Labrador joyously bouncing around in wonder behind as we strolled, talked of life and

laughed.

For three days, it was as though all the Launceston community was collectively smiling. We

communally seemed to forget our life concerns, the Covid pandemic and laughed together as one

community, one city and one people. The local greengrocer, butcher and nearby newsagent

seemingly filled with genuinely engaging conversation, the snow topic being a great starting

subject with everybody having an experience to tell. As the artist, for Danielle, Snow at base of

the Western Tiers, Launceston Backyard depicts the view during that wondrous environmentally

significant time from the studio. Filled with painterly sadness, anguish at what was happening to

our family, and admittedly a great degree of non-understanding of the medical language. I would

peer from the studio window in dumb struck amazement at the white greyish peaks of the

Western Tiers, covered in snow that blanketed the surrounding paddocks. I could on occasion

just make out the track lines from the sheep, as they padded across the distant pastures. The

paddock fence lines glinted in the morning sunlight, the dew upon the wires seemingly linear

examples of economic cultural markings.
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Figure 2: Malcom Bywaters, For Danielle, Snow at base of the Western Tiers, Launceston Backyard, 2020, acrylic
on canvas
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I use the action of continuous viewing from the studio window as part of my creative

methodology. More simplistically I look out from the studio window, reviewing the changing

environment while working. This gives a continuous creative engagement and especially useful

for example when working on Figure 2, For Danielle, Snow at base of the Western Tiers as I was

able to analyze the snow patterns changing almost as the snow melted on the land, the wetness of

the terrain, the flattened grass and the dew upon the fence wires all changed as the day

progressed and the sun beat down. The process of working, as evidenced by the outcome of

Figure 2 delivers, or alleviates the barriers of emotional trauma through the studio practice.

BUSHFIRES

Soot from the 2020 bushfires centred on the east coast of Australia reached across Bass Strait

casting a grey, smoke-filled air across our backyard. With the cancer present and having made a

deliberate decision not to watch the television news, I was amazed to walk out onto our deck and

be confronted by the smell of burning ash. It was only when watching the early morning ABC 24

hour news that I discovered most of the east coast of Australia was ablaze. Burning East Coast,

ABC News represents that terrifying moment. Here I was situated in the relative safety of middle

class suburban East Launceston with ash falling upon our sunburnt lawn, while most of the

mainland east coast of Australia was afire, seemingly burning in tortuous red famed smoke,

cascading fire and burnt ambers. In this pre-Covid time, the ABC news was dominated by the

bushfires that raged along the coastline of mainland Australia. With Danielle recuperating and

mostly house bound with the only outings being medical visits, it was easy for us to become

attached to the television news feed.
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Figure 3: Dr. Malcom Bywaters, Burning East Coast, ABC News, 2020, mixed media on canvas
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Higher than average temperatures and low moisture levels in bushfire fuels following several

years of drought enabled devastating fires to burn across much of the country, with intense

bushfire weather conditions continuing through most of the fire season. The summer wildfires on

the east coast of Australia raged from November 2019 to end of January 2020, reaching across

the states of Queensland, New South Wales Victoria and South Australia. The bushfires were

unprecedented in scope and the extensive character of the wildfires caused smoke pollutants to

be transported not only to New Zealand, but also across the Pacific Ocean, reaching South

America. At the peak of the wildfires, smoke plumes were injected into the stratosphere at a

height of up to 25 km and hence transported across the globe. (Nguyen et al, 2020)

In Figure 3 we see the five trees, once regal gums, now blackened and burnt. These trees, ever

proud, are now a tortured visual reminder of the bushfire. We can see the red flames in the left of

the painting, as the bushfire is still dominating across the land, whilst at the base of the trees the

embers are aglow, dangerous to touch, and potential creator of further fire as the wind carries the

charred soot. In the distance we also see the darkened silhouette of a consumed house and

chimney, blackened and giving the appearance of already being burned. The sky is clouded with

specks of black soot, harbinger of more tragedy.
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Figure 4: Dr. Malcom Bywaters, Paddock at Longford, 2020, mixed media on canvas. Photography Danielle Bywaters.
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Figure 5: Dr. Malcom Bywaters, Evandale backblocks, 2020, mixed media on canvas

COVID-19

In March 2020 Covid ravaged across the globe, indiscriminately killing the old, weak and those

immune compromised. For our family, as with all those immune deficient such as Danielle this

was a nervous, trying, and anxious time. We did not know if Danielle went outside, to the
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exterior world, would she unknowingly contract the unseen disease that could kill or devastate

our family. As a carer, the extra workload of keeping family operational and life continuing leave

one physically and mentally exhausted due to being ill prepared for the many and varied

assortment of extra life responsibilities. Everything from the additional household chores,

limitless friends visiting and associated family doings. Moreover, one must action the world,

beyond the sanctity of the family home front door. Australia had been assaulted by the bushfires,

and now we were to receive the extra jinx of Covid. I stood in my studio, pouring the anxiety of

our life and contemporary times onto the canvases. Reworking over and over a mixture of acrylic

paint sprayed with fixative that enabled the permanent markers to drip and bleed, as I was

mentally, upon the flat canvas. Art acted as a true therapy, reactive to the cancer and the

multilayered life I had now been forced to undertake, being a carer, husband and a father.

We spent many days as a couple travelling to and from medical appointments, sometimes

attending three or four in the one day. A mixture of specialist doctors, MRIs, associated blood

tests and on one memorable day an x ray with a strange experience with a high-tech camera that

visually appeared a combination between of modern torture rack and a body weighing station.

Figure 4 and 5 depict the image from our car window as I drove Danielle to and from medical

appointments. We would discuss life, sing along to our favourite music and laugh with the

occasional talk back radio host attempting to entice gossip from the celebrity guest. When

Danielle attended these medical sessions once the pandemic occurred, I was not allowed entry to

the hospital. The oddly positive being suddenly that I had time to peacefully reflect, often

wandering the nearby streets or driving around the nearby rural countryside. Somewhere

amongst all this visual milieu rests the vista of Paddock at Longford and Evandale backblocks, a

combination of my own sadness and loneliness with the mesmerising landscape we were

mutually experiencing. Paddock at Longford was selected by Cancer Council Tasmania as the

cover image for their 2020 – 21 Annual Report. The report’s inside cover included a description

of the artwork rationale.
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Figure 6: Dr. Malcom Bywaters, Covid we shall overcome, 2020, mixed media on canvas

Covid and its impact on Danielle and her health was a tragic daily concern. Our family did not

know if making the weekly shopping visit to the supermarket would carry a death warrant.

Would we bring back the unseen Covid virus to infect Danielle. Indeed, had we already
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transferred the virus, as its impact only becomes known after the infection. We would get the

weekly shopping delivered, but was the carrier infected, or the person who perhaps packed the

groceries? The tradespeople we employed to install a more user-friendly shower for Danielle,

were they infected? How long did the Covid disease stay on the surfaces of objects such as door

handles? The cups used for the tradesman tea were washed in boiling water. Door handles were

sanitised, and the bathroom wash basin and toilet scrubbed to a pure cleansing white enamel. All

of this strange emotional torment, anxiety and waste is depicted in Figure 6. The painting Covid

we shall overcome is my personal anguish of the day-to-day goings on as the carer that I had to

manipulate and deliver. In many ways, Figure 6 is less about overcoming Covid, and more

defined by my managing to keep Danielle alive in an incredibly stress filled time.

HISTORIES

My past family life involves growing up on a Soldier Settler Farm at the base of the Grampians

in Victoria, Australia. Western District evokes my childhood experience Western Districts, the

Wimmera and Mallee regions of Victoria. The burnt grass like landscape is reminiscent of such

scorched pastures of my childhood and youth. For me a happy time, spent roaming freely across

the paddocks of our small farm. When a family member is diagnosed with cancer, ordinary

family life is disrupted and often perceived as chaotic and unpredictable. The healthy parent

often needs to assume the ill parent's responsibilities while caring for them and their children

(Aamotsmo, T. & Bugge, K. 2013). However, “when parents are diagnosed with cancer, this has

significant impact on the children’s lives particularly with regard to their psychological

well-being. Furthermore, it has been suggested that such psychological distress may continue

into adulthood if overlooked. (Kennedy, V & Lloyd-Williams, M. 2009). Western District

contributed towards my creative understanding of the cancer journey as experienced by our two

children. Cancer does not simply impact the patient, but also contributes often unseen

implications on to children involved, at home and during the school day.
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Much of my cancer carer journey has been keeping a secure eye on our children, as they have

also kept a watch on their father. Our children have grown older, wiser as they must with the life

experience of cancer thrust upon the, They, have seen their father cry, a mother in pain and held

us all tight in the combined family group hug. However, they have offered more than parental

emotional support, but also delivered a resilience to survive and give back. For example, our

older son has raised thousands of dollars for youth mental help, all part of the Speak Up and Stay

Chatty campaign. Our youngest daughter has discovered the ability to cook a meal, vacuum,

light the essential Launceston winter fire, take medical notes and significantly developed a caring

listening manner. All of which has positively contributed towards maintaining a calm inner life,

while the cancer journey has raged externally, sometimes negotiating two or three doctor

appointments on the one day. For me, Figure 7 conveys a visual indication that childhood

memory will carry forward; and there is a positive in all this cancer narrative, that being as a

family we have united, we become more understanding of others and ourselves.
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Figure 7: Dr. Malcom Bywaters, Western District, 2020, mixed media on canvas
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Figure 8: Dr. Malcom Bywaters, Blue Sky, 2021, mixed media on canvas. Collection Launceston College, Launceston,

Tasmania, Australia.

Blue Sky depicts the brilliance of a day spent with our family at Mersey Bluff, Devonport,

Tasmania watching our daughter playing soccer. Danielle and I would sit in the car, sharing the

traditional hot tea thermos, nibbling on sandwiches, and marveling at the brilliance of the

Tasmanian sunshine. The playing fields at Mersey Bluff overlook Bass Strait, the waterway
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between Tasmania and mainland Australia. The sky at times and especially in the summer

months, seems continually brilliant blue, but can also cast a ferocious and blindingly cold wind

when the sea is rough. A day at Mersey Bluff can be a mixture of light filled sunshine, that

suddenly becomes a tormented skyscape of darkened clouds, with the sea cascading across sandy

beaches and rocky outcrops. For us the time shared in the car while our daughter played soccer,

came to represent parent time. A space to check how we were travelling as life partners, whether

it be as parents, economically and romantically. Cancer is such an all-consuming intense disease,

that it is essential to find space as a couple, alone and for both to discuss, forget and love. Blue

Sky represents the mixture of Mersey Bluff sky with the darkness of the roots dripping

downward, while above the sun is wanting to burst through life giving energy.

CONCLUSION

Our cancer journey merged with the communal tragedy of the Australian bushfire season and the

terror of Covid. I have battled, or engaged cancer as a carer, father, husband, and personally

within my creative studio space. For Malcom Bywaters the artist, I have utilised the studio space

and the making process as representing the cancer and carer versus the bushfires and the Covid

environment. I believe this battle between interior emotive anguish and what has been happening

across the Australian nation is reflected in the paintings through overcoming barriers or trauma

by the methodology of art thinking and making process.

Our family cancer journey, though tumultuous, has been no different to many others, intense and

tragic, and at the other extreme filled with laughter. The future is bright. Danielle was given the

cancer all clear, so far, in late 2020. However, like cancer victims, we will maintain a full MRI

scheduled scan every year for the next five. After five years the survival rate for a long-life,

depending on the data you review, has a variance 70% to 90%. Our children have gained a

broader appreciation of the preciousness of life. An understanding that grasps the necessity to

enjoy life, less worry on the small insignificancies and a psychological holding true to the greater
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good, whatever that quality. Myself as the artist and visual researcher has slowed down, taking

more time to listen, ponder and deliberate on the brushstrokes of life as they caress and morph

across the canvas. As a combined social identity, partner, husband, children and artistic delivery,

we remain future focused and confident that for our family and Danielle health will remain

positive and solid.
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